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About This Game

The fog is a survival horror adventure game in first person, you were left in a motel room because you have showns signs of
contamination, lucky you are not, once you get outside you will se how the fog is taking over, you will strugle to stay alive and it
gets worse when you find out that there are creatures from another world arround, the research team is your best option to stay

alive if someone knows how to get out of the zone is them.
This is a Survival Horror Game, resources are low, the enemies are many, and you never know where you will find weapons,

ammo, food or first aid, keep a good manage of your resources and dont waste a bullet if you want to survive.
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Horizon Games
Publisher:
Horizon Games
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-Bits

Processor: Intel I5 2500k

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 750ti

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space
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Fun with friends.. Fantastic game, highly under rated. Old childhood favourite I managed to find on Steam, only problem are
the bugs making it virtually unplayable at times.

Too old to expect those to be fixed now but a grate game none the less.. so, I found out *after* purchasing this that it's
connected somehow to other games in a series. which is quite a big detail to miss in the naming of the game itself. because of
this mistake I have no idea how I should be reviewing this as a whole, as all I can really do is review this title specificly. what
exactly have I missed?

the game begins as the player descends some sort of tower into a hellish landscape. though it's quickly hinted at that you're
inside the mind of a physopath or a killer. there's a sea of exploding lava a couple of miles below you and rocks flying and
spinning above you which is overcasting a blood red sky. all in all it's quite a cool setting, which is also suprisngly stable,
especially given that this is a indie title.

you seen happen upon a town, which is filled with dark secrets. I know this because as I enter some buildings my ability to
control the character is reduced as I'm forced to listen to something. which is really quite annoying, though is something quite
usual in horror games for some reason. any chance of an "Immersive" story is immediatly taken away at this point. the town
splits off into a few different sections, which quietly attribute to the thought of being in someone's mind in their own little way.
quite a difficult thing to pull off.

the game really begins once you've reached the school and you meet the monster, or at least the first one that will appear in this
title. the introduction to the monster is done horribly, it's something that will only appear in darkness to attack you, but first
appears half basked in the light which lead me to quite a bit of confusion until I figured out how this monster opperates exactly.
immediatly it would have been better to have this monster appear in the players vision in darkness, only for it to disapear when
some light randomly turns on. from here on out it's "be afraid of the spooky scary dark" as the player goes through several
different light puzzles in order to safely navagiate a room.

INCOMING SPOILERS:

the final nail in the coffin comes from the fact that the school itself is, well, a school for schoolchildren. whereas the final
sequence involves a lot of dismembered adult body parts strewn around everywhere and the player running through many racks
of cages with adults slamming on the bars as a spooky darkness approaches. did the school change to a high school or college at
some point? is this really how they advertise their early access product with such an inaccuracy? this is proof of concept stuff
right here, not anything which actually indicates any amount of development, usually I would overlook something like this given
that it is early access, but... the assets used look as if they were placed there to stay there, with no intention of changing it later

there are many things about this game that show promise. the animations are great, art is great, modeling is great, sound is not
the greatest but is definetly at a level I would call highly passable, but it looks as if the designer is quite heavily asleep at the
wheel and has little concept of what horror is or how to actually implement it.

maybe I'm wrong and this game will turn out great, but initial impressions aren't great.. Shion needs more money, buy this
game.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Fun game to play!
You can choose from 4 different stages where you have to defend yourself from ?unlimited? waves of hungry alien zombies!

You do not really have a weapon to defend yourself so you simply throw anything you can find nearby! All around you are going
to spawn beer cans, axes, forks, apples, plates, gold bars, guitars, it doesn't matter what it is, JUST THROW IT!!!! By throwing I
mean not gently, hit them with brute force :)

Be cautious, you have also to be a marksman: hitting zombies from distance isn't an easy task. Aim and then take your shot,
items need a bit of time to respawn!

The game is new and I noticed a minor bug with the hand customoisation but otherwise it's great.
I would love to see a map creator though and it would be awsome to try community maps or even multiplayer!!
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I am playing with an OC i5 2500k @4.4GHz and an OC r9 390 with really minor slowdowns.
. This game is actually awesome, I had fun. The price is very fair. The only issue I encountered is I got a bit dizzy when It began
moving really fast ( but that's just my personal experience, I don't experioence locomotion in the bestway. After a while I got
used to it.) This game doesn't have too much too offer but what it does it does it well. Few more graphic options and extra levels
would make this game beyond awesome.. Good and fun game
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It seems so simple, throw some discs around and dodge some enemies. After spending 3 hours trying to finish the first level in
the campaign I had to give up and take a break. I am clearly not as skilled as I assumed I was, I needed some time to re-eveluate
life choices and check where I went wrong. This game is a very entertaining challenge for me, I'm hooked on it and picking it right
back up after I finish writing this review!

The gameplay is very smooth. I'm personally playing using keyboard and mouse but I really should get myself a controller for this.
The art and music are very well done, and they blend in perfectly to add to that all-important gameplay, and really help to stay
motivated.

Also, I can't wait to get some friends round and test the multiplayer on this, I foresee some very interesting chaos!. 10\/10 it was
like a movie very good voice acting and scenario i want a second campain from these guys asap plz.. The game is very much like
Supreme Commander however with much more simplified graphics and sound. It has potential but the game is let down with
punnishing set ups and terrible lobby systems. Be prepared to manually download game modes and specific versions of each of
them and manually placing them in the game. This is very off putting and this put me and my friends off playing it. The game also
suffers from the lack of explaining on how to use the lobby system and even how to play the game, it shoves you in expecting you to
know everything about it.

Pros:
Decent gameplay
In depth
Has potential
Works well on low end systems

Cons:
Painfull to set up
Lobbies are designed poorly
Time consuming to play
Nothing is explained on how to play or use the lobby system

This game is recommended to those who like RTS games and have a lot of patience, especially if you like Supreme Commander.. I
think the single biggest problem with the game is the name: "Warsim".

It sets itself up to be considered a possible grand strategy war simulator, while the actual army vs. army aspects are easily one of
the weakest aspects of the current content. Wars, as they exist now, are just one list of troop names colliding with another list of
troop names for a few turns. Fortunately, the game has so much else to do that's fun and interesting, it's very easy to forgive and
forget this shortcoming.

The real core content and strength of the game are the large number of the different locations and activities you, as the Ruler of the
Kingdom of Aslona, can discover and interact with. There are towns with dozens of different locations. A whole legion of
different characters who will visit you in your throne room.

Some of it's mundane or comical, but an equal share is deeply interesting with potentially game-altering consequences. Initially,
you'll often struggle to tell which category a particular encounter falls into, which helps keep you guessing. Eventually you find
your way (or are defeated while trying) and then start a new game only to find many of the things you took for granted on your
first playthrough have changed. Old core locations might now bar your entry entirely, while new ones, previously in ruins, offer
fresh avenues to explore.

It's a testament to the game that I willingly sat and took real-world notes during a pair of in-game history classes to help pass their
exams. I still don't know what the reward is for passing the third such exam, but my curiosity compels me to find out. Worst case
scenario, the reward ends up being meaningless, but I'll still have a much better grasp on the game's background lore and might be
able to exploit that knowledge in other encounters. If that's not good game design and storytelling, I don't know what is.

-----

Which isn't to say the game is perfect. It's still got plenty of unbalanced content and general interface clunkiness that are pretty
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standard for early access games still actively in development.

Ultimately, the game has dozens of hours worth of the content and more slowly, but steadily being added. If it looks like something
that might interest you, it's really a steal at $5 USD.. just like grand theft auto
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